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Regression-based approaches are widely used in causal mediation analysis. The

presence of multiple mediators, however, increases the complexity and difficulty of

mediation analysis. In such cases, regression-based approaches cannot efficiently

address estimation issues. Hence, a flexible approach to mediation analysis is needed.

Therefore, we developed a method for using g-computation algorithm to conduct

causal mediation analysis in the presence of multiple ordered mediators. Compared

to regression-based approaches, the proposed simulation-based approach increases

flexibility in the choice of models and increases the range of the outcome scale. The

Taiwanese Cohort Study dataset was used to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed

approach for investigating the mediating role of early and late HBV viral load in the effect

of HCV infection on hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in HBV seropositive patients (n =

2,878; HCV carrier n= 123). Our results indicated that early HBV viral load had a negative

mediating role in HCV-induced HCC. Additionally, early exposure to a low HBV viral load

affected HCC through a lag effect on HCC incidence [OR = 0.873, 95% CI = (0.853,

0.893)], and the effect of early exposure to a low HBV viral load on HCC incidence was

slightly larger than that of a persistently low viral load on HCC incidence [OR = 0.918,

95% CI = (0.896, 0.941)].

Keywords: causal inference,mechanism investigation,mediation analysis, path-specific effect, multiplemediators

INTRODUCTION

Epidemiology studies and other health-related studies often investigate the overall effect of a certain
risk factor or exposure on health-related outcomes. Confirmation of such effects facilitates further
elucidation of possible biological mechanisms. Path analysis and mediation analysis are often used
to investigate causal mechanisms because they can decompose these effects into several pathways
according to the involvement of various mediators of interest (1). Mediation analysis aims to assess
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how exposure affects the outcome of interest through mediators
and sheds deep insight into the underlying mechanism of
the relationship between the exposure and outcome. Causal
mediation analysis, a branch of mediation analysis, explicitly
defines the causal effects of interest based on a counterfactual
(potential) outcome model (2–4). The counterfactual model
denotes the hypothetical outcome (here, it indicates the
“counterfactual level” of a certain variable of interest) an
individual would have, under a hypothetical condition when
the same individual had received a particular intervention on
previous variables. It is called “counterfactual” because this
individual might not have received this intervention in real
world. Since causal mediation analysis accounts for non-linearity
of outcomes and interactions between exposure and mediator,
it expands the use of mediation analysis to more general
conditions (2, 5–7). Additionally, in scenarios involving a single
fixed exposure and a single mediator, several techniques have
been proposed to account for various outcome scales, including
dichotomous variables (8), time-to-event variables (9–12), and
many others (13, 14).

In multiple mediator settings, i.e., settings involving more
than one mediator, however, mediation analysis is often
challenging. One example is the extreme complexity of
decomposing the effects of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection on
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in the presence of hepatitis B
virus (HBV) activity, which was the motivation for this study
(15, 16). Figure 1 shows that the mediation analysis assumed
causal relationships among HCV infection status, HBV viral
load at baseline, HBV viral load at follow up, and HCC status.
Baseline HBV viral load activity was used to represent the current
status of HBV activity; baseline HCV infection status was used
to represent relatively long-term HCV infection status. That
is, HCV infection status was assumed to precede HBV viral
load, which was considered a reasonable assumption. The role
of HBV viral activity in this mechanism in HBV sero-positive
patients at baseline and during follow up was investigated by
using mediation analysis to decompose the effects into four paths
(Figure 2). Effects in each of the four paths (i.e., the path-specific
effects, PSEs) can be categorized as (1) paths only through change
in early HBV viral load (PSE1); (2) paths only through change
in late HBV viral load (PSE2); (3) paths through change in early
HBV viral load that further impacts late HBV viral load (PSE12);
and (4) paths not through change in early or late HBV viral
load (PSE0). Decomposition of the overall effect into four PSEs
facilitates understanding of the role of HBV viral activity and
when the role of HBV viral activity is critical. These data can
then be used to reduce the HCC incidence in patients with dual
virus infection.

Before conducting mediation analysis in this case,
the two settings must be differentiated according to the
relationships between mediators. In the first setting, mediators
are independent of each other conditioned on all previous
covariates, including baseline confounders and the exposure.
In this setting, which is also referred to as “parallel” or “non-
ordered” multiple mediators, the motivating example is rational
only if early HBV viral load does not affect late HBV viral
load. The standard causal mediation analysis framework for a

FIGURE 1 | Causal relationship among HCV infection status (HCV), HBV viral

load at baseline (HBV1), HBV viral load at follow-up (HBV2), and HCC

status (HCC).

FIGURE 2 | Four path-specific effects (PSEs), as well as four interventional

PSEs, to be decomposed from the overall effect of HCV infection on the

incidence of HCC. PSE1: the path through the HBV1 only; PSE2: the path

through the HBV2 only, PSE12: the path through HBV1 which further impacts

HBV2; and PSE0: the path not through HBV1 or HBV2. PSE, path-specific

effect; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HCC,

hepatocellular carcinoma.

single mediator is easily extended to this setting by performing
a sequential mediation analysis of each mediator. Notably,
methods have also been developed for simultaneous analysis
of parallel mediators (17, 18). Apparently, however, the above
parallel setting does not fit our motivating example since early
HBV viral activity would surely affect viral activity at follow up.
In the case of early HBV viral activity, the alternative setting,
“ordered” or “sequential” multiple mediators, is reasonable.
Unfortunately, effect decomposition in this setting is infeasible
since some PSEs cannot be identified by empirical data without
additional strong assumptions (15, 19–21). For example, to
identify full PSEs in the presence of two ordered mediators, the
assumption of independence between two counterfactuals of the
mediator is proposed for identification (21). This independence
assumption is extremely strong and unrealistic. Without further
assumptions, only partial effect decomposition, which evaluates
the cumulative PSEs, can be achieved.

Specifically, only PSE2, PSE0, and the sum of PSE1 and PSE12
are identifiable. However, PSE1 and PSE12 cannot be further
distinguished, even without time-varying and unmeasured
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baseline confounders. Two strategies for resolving this problem
are possible. First, the overall effect can be decomposed into
the three components described above (16, 22, 23). We can
further pool all ordered mediators as a single mediator, and
decompose the total effect into effect either through or not
through this pooled mediator (18, 20). The second approach
is to measure the upper and lower bounds of PSE through
sensitivity analysis under causal framework (24, 25). However,
point estimate of PSE still cannot be obtained through this
method (21). Previously, Lin and VanderWeele proposed an
interventional approach to estimate analogs of PSEs under no-
unmeasured-confounding assumptions with a regression-based
approach (26). The concepts of the interventional approach
and PSE were also adopted by VanderWeele, Vansteelandt,
and Robins (20) for mediation analysis with a single mediator
in the presence of an exposure-induced mediator-outcome
confounder. Note that their work only derives the direct
effect, the sum of two PSEs passed through the mediator,
and the indirect effect, the sum of two PSEs without passing
through the mediator. Meanwhile, Vansteelandt and Daniel
also proposed a new interventional approach, which has no
assumption of structure among mediators, for deriving PSEs
(27), but different from Lin and VanderWeele’s method, they
still cannot distinguish PSE12 from the other PSEs. A limitation
of Lin and VanderWeele’s method is that the link function
of outcome model has to be linear or log-linear, and that
it cannot be adapted for a non-linear or generalized linear
models. Moreover, unlike the analysis of overall effect, the
analytical solutions for all PSEs estimates vary substantially in
different models even when the linear function of outcome
model is linear or log-linear. Therefore, the software of
the regression-based approach can only be applied to few
model choices.

To remedy this research gap, we adopted the simulation-
based approach based on g-computation algorithm to provide
a flexible computational algorithm for the estimation of
causal mediation analysis. g-computation algorithm was first
introduced by Robins in 1986 to estimate the causal effect
of a time-varying exposure in the presence of time-varying
confounders that are affected by exposure (3). Recently, the
simulation-based approach has been widely used for standard
causal mediation analysis (27–34). Thesemethods usually involve
using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to fit a set of
parametric models and then using g-computation algorithm
and bootstrapping methods to generate point and interval
estimates, respectively. This simulation-based approach provides
the flexibility to choose models and variables without considering
an analytic form. This approach also obtains more stable
and efficient estimates compared to weighted approach (14,
31, 35). Therefore, simulation-based approach is useful for
investigating mechanisms when the outcome variable does not
fit the requirements of a linear regression model. Therefore, this
study used this approach to develop a method of performing
mediation analysis in scenarios involving two ordered multiple
mediators. The proposed method was then used investigate
the mechanisms through which HCV induces HCC through
HBV activity.

FIGURE 3 | Relation among exposure A, two ordering mediators M1 and M2,

outcome Y, and covariates C. A: exposure, M1: the first mediator, M2: the

second mediator, Y: outcome, C: covariates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Description of the REVEAL-HBV
Study
This study was motivated by the Risk Evaluation of Viral Load
Elevation andAssociated Liver Disease/Cancer–Hepatitis B Virus
(REVEAL-HBV) study (36). The details of the REVEAL-HBV
study design and participant enrollment have been illustrated
in literatures (36–39). 23,820 Taiwanese residents aged 30–65
years were recruited from 1991 to 1992. Among the participants,
2,878 were HBV-positive, of which 188 developed HCC during
the follow-up period. Written informed consent for interview
questionnaires, health examinations, biospecimen collection, and
data linkage of health status with death certification profiles and
National Cancer Registry were obtained. Blood samples collected
at enrollment were examined for seromarkers and viral load
of HBV and HCV. Newly diagnosed HCC was recorded using
computerized data linkage with National Cancer Registry and
death certification systems.

Notation, Definition, and Effect
Decomposition for Dichotomous Outcome
Let A denote the exposure, Y a dichotomous outcome, M1 the
first mediator, M2 the second mediator, and C a set of baseline
covariates. For example, A is HCV infection status, Y is an HCC
event before the end of follow up, M1 is early HBV viral load,
and M2 is late HBV viral load. Let A =1 and A = 0 denote
two hypothetical levels of exposure: HCV infection and non-
infection, respectively. Figure 3 graphically illustrates the causal
relationships among A, Y, M1, M2, and C based on substantive
prior knowledge. Figure 4 is the case of more than two mediators
as well as time-varying mediator-outcome confounders, which
are affected by exposure. For simplicity, however, we assume
the absence of time-varying confounders, and we assume the
presence of only two ordered mediators of interest.

Counterfactual outcome models are used to define four
PSEs corresponding the four paths in Figure 2 based on causal
theory (2–6, 19, 40). For the individual i, Yi(a) denotes the
counterfactual level of Yi if this individual had received an
intervention on exposure A as level a. Similarly, M2i(a, m1)
denotes the counterfactual level of M2i if this individual had
received an intervention on exposure A as level a and on the first
mediator M1i as level m1. Here, the notation can be simplified by
removing the subscript i.
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FIGURE 4 | Relation among exposure A, three ordering mediators M1, M2,

and M3, outcome Y, baseline covariates C, and time-varying

mediator-outcome confounder C1. A: exposure, M1: the first mediator, M2: the

second mediator, Y: outcome, C: baseline covariates, C1: time-varying

mediator-outcome confounder.

For a dichotomous outcome, the total effect may be expressed
on risk difference (RD), risk ratio (RR), or odds ratio (OR) scale.
Although software used to perform simulation-based approaches
provides the results of all scales, the OR scale is used throughout
this discussion since OR is the most frequently used scale for
dichotomous outcomes. The total effect in OR scale, ORTE(1,0),
is defined as Odds(Y(1))/Odds(Y(0)), where Odds(B) is defined
as Pr(B = 1)/Pr(B = 0) for any dichotomous variable B [e.g. Y,
Y(1), or Y(0)]. The definitions of RD and RR scales are detailed
in Appendix A.

When investigating a mechanism with two mediators M1 and
M2 of interest, the total effect (ORTE) can be decomposed into
four PSEs: path not through M1 or M2; path through M1 only;
path through M2 only; and path through M1 and then through
M2; these four PSEs are expressed in OR scale as ORPSE0, ORPSE1,
ORPSE2, and ORPSE12, respectively, and are defined as follows:

ORPSE0 = Φ(1, 0, 0, 0)/Φ(0, 0, 0, 0)

ORPSE1 = Φ(1, 1, 0, 0)/Φ(1, 0, 0, 0)

ORPSE2 = Φ(1, 1, 1, 0)/Φ(1, 1, 0, 0)

ORPSE12 = Φ(1, 1, 1, 1)/Φ(1, 1, 1, 0) (1)

where Φ(a1,a2,a3,a4) is defined as
Odds(Y(a1,M1(a2),M2(a3,M1(a4)))). Here, Y(a1,
M1(a2),M2(a3,M1(a4))) denotes the counterfactual value of
outcome Y if the exposure is set to a1, the first mediator is set
to M1(a2), and the second mediator is set to M2(a3,M1(a4)) (or
the counterfactual value of M2 if exposure is set to a3 and first
mediator is set to M1(a4)). The ORTE is the product of four PSEs
in OR scale, which can be expressed as

ORTE = ORPSE0×ORPSE1×ORPSE2×ORPSE12 (2)

While Equation (1) gives a definition of four PSEs decomposed
from TE, the decomposition of TE is not unique. For
example, ORPSE0 = Φ(1,1,1,1)/Φ(0,1,1,1), ORPSE1 =

Φ(0,1,1,1)/Φ(0,0,1,1), ORPSE2 = Φ(0,0,1,1)/Φ(0,0,0,1), and

ORPSE12 = Φ(0,0,0,1)/Φ(0,0,0,0) are alternative decomposition
of TE. For two sequential mediators, 24 possible decompositions
have been provided in the previous study (21). This work
primarily focuses on the decomposition type defined in Equation
(1). The following identification and estimation are valid no
matter which decomposition is used.

Interventional Approach to Identification
The Φ(a1,a2,a3,a4) can be non-parametrically identified only
when a2 is equal to a4. Consequently, only ORPSE0, ORPSE2

and the sum of ORPSE1 and ORPSE12 are identified by empirical
data. Here, we introduce an interventional approach: instead
of defining the four paths as four traditional PSEs, the
four paths are defined as four interventional path-specific
effects (iPSEs). In an earlier work, these paths were referred
to as randomly interventional analogs of PSEs (26). The
advantage of the interventional approach is that all iPSEs can
be non-parametrically identified under the assumption of no
unmeasured confounding factors. (26). In OR scale, the paths are
denoted ORiPSE0, ORiPSE1, ORiPSE2, and ORiPSE12 and are defined
as follows:

ORiPSE0 = Ψ (1, 0, 0, 0)/Ψ (0, 0, 0, 0)

ORiPSE1 = Ψ (1, 1, 0, 0)/Ψ (1, 0, 0, 0)

ORiPSE2 = Ψ (1, 1, 1, 0)/Ψ (1, 1, 0, 0)

ORiPSE12 = Ψ (1, 1, 1, 1)/Ψ (1, 1, 1, 0) (3)

where Ψ (a1,a2,a3,a4) is defined as
Odds(Y(a1,G1(a2),G2(a3,G1(a4)))). Here, we set the exposure
as a1, the first mediator as G1(a2), and the second mediator
as G2(a3,G1(a4)). For any value of a and m, G1(a) is the
random draw of M1(a), and G2(a,m1) is the random draw
of M2(a,m1). In this setting, Y(a1,G1(a2),G2(a3,G1(a4)))
denotes the counterfactual value of outcome Y . Consequently,
G2(a3,G1(a4)) is the random draw of M2(a3,G1(a4)) while
G1(a4) is the random draw of M1(a4). As in the conventional
definition, the interventional definition for each path replaces the
counterfactual level of each mediator with its random draw. We
further define the product of four ORiPSE as the interventional
total effect (iTE), which can be expressed in OR scale as the
following equation:

ORiTE = ORiPSE0×ORiPSE1×ORiPSE2×ORiPSE12 (4)

TheORiTE are very similar to the standardORTE but not identical
(14, 35). Therefore, as in the effect decomposition of ORTE, the
interventional decomposition can be viewed as its analog. The
interpretations obtained when using iTE and iPSE, which are
defined according to the stochastic interventions, differ from
those of TE and PSE. These interpretations might be the best
interpretations for a mechanism investigation as only the upper
and lower bounds on PSE can be identified by empirical data
even without time-varying confounders. Since iPSEs are PSEs
analogs, iPSEs can still capture pathways. For example, ORiPSE12

is non-zero only under the following conditions: (1) the change
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in the exposure affects the distribution of the first mediator;
(2) the change in the first mediator affects the distribution
of the second mediator; and (3) the change in the second
mediator affects the distribution of the outcome. In extremely
pathological settings, iPSEs may fail to represent the effects
obtained by traditional PSEs. One example is the case of no
overlap among individuals in whom the exposure affects the
first mediator, individuals in whom the first mediator affects
the second mediator, and individuals in whom the second
mediator affects the outcome. In this case, ORiPSE12 is non-
zero while ORPSE12 is under null. In contrast, in the case
of complete overlap among all of these individuals (i.e., in
the case of complete overlap among individuals in whom the
exposure affects the first mediator, individuals in whom the
first mediator affects the second mediator, and individuals in
whom the second mediator affects the outcome) ORiPSE12 is
biased toward null. Further research on this topic in needed
to elucidate the deviation between PSE and its interventional
version in different scenarios and to extend the applications of
our method.

To identify Ψ (a1,a2,a3,a4) and to identify ORiPSE and ORiTE,
four no-unmeasured-confounding assumptions are required:

Assumption (1) no-unmeasured-confounding between the
relationships of exposure and outcome

Assumption (2) no-unmeasured-confounding between the
relationships of mediators and outcome;

Assumption (3) no-unmeasured-confounding between the
relationships of exposure and mediators;

Assumption (4) no-unmeasured-confounding between the
relationships of two mediators.

Assumptions (1) to (4) are essentially used to avoid
confounding bias in estimating iPSEs. It is worthy to note
that a further cross-world assumption of no exposure-induced
mediator-outcome confounder is commonly made in the
conventional approaches of mediation analysis (9, 15, 21)
but is unnecessary to the interventional approach. Using
random draw permits that iPSEs are identifiable even when an
exposure-inducedmediator-outcome confounder presents. Here,
we consider the case without an exposure-induced mediator-
outcome confounder for identification. The identification result
can be straightforwardly extended to the case where mediator-
outcome confounders are affected by exposure directly. Under
assumptions (1) to (4), ORiPSE and ORiTE are identified
as follows:

ORiTE = V(1, 1, 1, 1)/V(0, 0, 0, 0)

ORiPSE0 = V(1, 0, 0, 0)/V(0, 0, 0, 0)

ORiPSE1 = V(1, 1, 0, 0)/V(1, 0, 0, 0)

ORiPSE2 = V(1, 1, 1, 0)/V(1, 1, 0, 0)

ORiPSE12 = V(1, 1, 1, 1)/V(1, 1, 1, 0) (5)

where V(a1, a2, a3, a4) is defined as Q(a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4)
(1−Q(a1,a2 ,a3 ,a4) )

and

Q (a1, a2, a3, a4) =
∑

c

∑

m2 ,m1
Pr [Y = 1|C = c, A = a1,M1 = m1,M2 = m2]

Pr (M1 = m1|C = c, A = a2) ×
∑

m
′

1

Pr
(

M2 = m2

∣

∣C = c,A = a3,M1 = m′
1

)

Pr
(

M1 = m′
1

∣

∣C = c,A = a4
)

Pr (C = c ) (6.1)

If both M1 andM2 are continuous variables, (6.1) are replaced
by integrals (6.2):

Q (a1, a2, a3, a4) =
∫

c

∫

m2 ,m1

{Pr [Y = 1|C = c,A = a1,M1 = m1,M2 = m2]

dFM1|C,A (M1 = m1|C = c, A = a2)} ×
∫

m
′

1

{dFM2|C,A,M1

(

M2 = m2

∣

∣C = c, A = a3,M1 = m′
1

)

dFM1|C,A

(

M1 = m′
1

∣

∣C = c, A = a4
)

}dFC (c ) (6.2)

A previous work provide the proof for a generalized case in the
presence of time-varying confounders (26). Appendix A defines
iPSEs in RD and RR scales.

A logistic regression or other non-linear model can be used
to estimate the conditional probability of outcome. Without
assuming a rare disease (conditional probability of outcome
< 10%), Q(a1,a2,a3,a4) cannot be adequately approximated
by a closed form. Consequently, a regression-based method
is inapplicable, which was our motivation for developing the
proposed simulation-based approach. In the simulation-based
approach, the g-computation algorithm for iPSE is used for point
estimation, and bootstrapping procedures are used for interval
estimation. Since it does not consider the existence of the analytic
form for all estimations, the simulation-based approach provides
flexibility in the selection of statistical models.

Simulation-Based Approach for Estimation
In the proposed simulation-based approach, we use g-
computation algorithm for iPSE point estimation and
bootstrapping procedures for interval estimation. First, we
build parametric models for the outcome and two mediators.
For example, if two mediators are continuous variables and the
outcome is a binary variable, three regression models are built:

logit (Pr (Y = 1|A = a, M1 = m1, M2 = m2, C = c))

= θ0 + θ1a+ θ2m1 + θ3m2 + θcc (7.1)

E (M2|A = a, M1 = m1, C = c)

= β0 + β1a+ β2m1 + βcc (7.2)

E (M1|A = a, C = c) = γ0 + γ1a+ γcc (7.3)
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The simulation-based approach allows for flexible selection
of statistical models. Without considering the existence of the
analytic form for all estimation, we can use any link function
such as complementary log or probit function. Quadratic term
or even log transformation or exposure and an interaction term
between the exposure and the first mediator in model (7.1) can
be included:

clog
(

−log (1− Pr (Y = 1|A = a, M1 = m1, M2 = m2, C = c))
)

= θ0 + θ1a+ θ1sa
2 + θ1l log (a)

+θ2m1 + θ12am1 + θ3m2 + θcc (8)

After building parametric models for two mediators and
outcome, we fit these models and obtainMLEs for all parameters.
Based on all MLEs, we simulate the point estimations Q(1,1,1,1),
Q(1,1,1,0), Q(1,1,0,0), Q(1,0,0,0), and Q(0,0,0,0) based on
equation (6), as well as four ORiPSE and ORiTE based on
the definition in (5). We generate confidence intervals by
bootstrapping for the PSE inference as follows.

(step 1) Construct a regression model for conditional
distributionM1, M2, and Y .

(1a) Construct a regression model for M1 on A and
all confounders.

(1b) Construct a regression model for M2 on M1, A and
all confounders.

(1c) Construct a regression model for Y on M2, M1, A and
all confounders.

For example, we can construct models using the following
procedure as models (7.1)–(7.3):

M1 = θ1,0 + θ1,aA+ θ̃1,cC̃ + ε1

M2 = θ2,0 + θ2,aA+ θ2,1M1 + θ̃2,cC̃ + ε2

uy =
[

1+ exp
(

−
(

θy,0 + θy,aA+ θy,1M1 + θy,2M2 + θ̃y,cC̃
))]−1

C̃ =
(

C1,C2, . . . ,Cnc

)T

θ̃1,c =
(

θ1,c1 , θ1,c2 , . . . , θ1,cnc

)

θ̃2,c =
(

θ2,c1 , θ2,c2 , . . . , θ2,cnc

)

θ̃y,c =
(

θy,c1 , θy,c2 , . . . , θy,cnc
)

Y ∼ Bernoulli
(

µy

)

, ε1 ∼ normal(0, σ 2
1 ), ε2 ∼ normal(0, σ 2

2 )

(step 2) Fit models with real data to obtain MLE for all
parameters, i.e.

θ̂1,0, θ̂1,a,
ˆ̃
θ1,c, θ̂2,0, θ̂2,a, θ̂2,1,

ˆ̃
θ2,c, θ̂y,0, θ̂y,a, θ̂y,1, θ̂y,2,

ˆ̃
θy,c, σ̂ 2

1 ,

and σ̂ 2
2 .

(step 3) Conduct g-computation algorithm using MLE
and bootstrap.

(3a) Randomly sample the confounders C̃ with replacement
and intervene the exposure A as 1. Use models built in Step
1 and MLEs in Step 2 to generateM1 [denoted as G1 (1 )].

(3b) Randomly sample the confounders C̃ with replacement,
and intervene the exposure A as 0. Use models built in Step
1 and MLEs in Step 2 to generateM1 [denoted as G1 (0 )].

(3c) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (1) with
replacement, and intervene the exposure A as 1 and M1 as
G1 (1). Use models built in Step 1 and the MLEs in Step 2 to
generateM2 [denoted as G2 (1, G1 (1) )].

(3d) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (0) with
replacement, and intervene the exposure A as 1 and M1 as
G1 (0). Then use models from Step 1 and MLEs in Step 2 to
generateM2 [denoted as G2 (1, G1 (0) )].

(3e) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (0) with
replacement, and intervene the exposure A as 0 and M1 as
G1 (0). Use models constructed in Step 1 and MLEs from
Step 2 to generateM2 [denoted as G2 (0, G1 (0) )].

(3f) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (1),
G2 (1, G1 (1)) with replacement, and intervene the
exposure A as 1,M1 asG1 (1), andM2 asG2 (1, G1 (1)). Use
models built in Step 1 and MLEs from Step 2 to generate Y
[denoted as Y (1, G1 (1) , G2 (1, G1 (1)) )].

(3g) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (1),
G2 (1, G1 (0)) with replacement, and intervene the
exposure A as 1,M1 asG1 (1), andM2 asG2 (1, G1 (0)). Use
models built in Step 1 and MLEs from Step 2 to generate Y
[denoted as Y (1, G1 (1) , G2 (1, G1 (0)) )].

(3h) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (1),
M2 (0, G1 (0)) with replacement, and intervene the
exposure A as 1,M1 asG1 (1), andM2 asG2 (0, G1 (0)). Use
models built in Step 1 and MLEs from Step 2 to generate Y
[denoted as Y (1, G1 (1) , G2 (0, G1 (0)) )].

(3i) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (0),
G2 (0, G1 (0)) with replacement, and intervene the
exposure A as 1,M1 asG1 (0), andM2 asG2 (0, G1 (0)). Use
models built in Step 1 and MLEs from Step 2 to generate Y
[denoted as Y (1, G1 (0) , G2 (0, G1 (0)) )].

(3j) Randomly sample the confounders C̃, G1 (0),
G2 (0, G1 (0)) with replacement, and intervene the
exposure A as 0,M1 asG1 (0), andM2 asG2 (0, G1 (0)). Use
models built in Step 1 and MLEs from Step 2 to generate Y
[denoted as Y (0, G1 (0) , G2 (0, G1 (0)) )].

(3k) Compute the means Y (a1, G1 (a2) , G2 (a3, G1 (a4))),
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and ai ∈ {0, 1}, which is
the g-computation algorithm approximation estimation of
Q (a1, a2, a3, a4, ). Based on formulae (5), we can obtain the
point estimations of iTE and the four iPSEs in the OR scale.
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(3l) Bootstrap to obtain the standard errors and
corresponding 95% confidence intervals. An R package
for this analysis can be downloaded free from webpage
http://shenglin.blog.nctu.edu.tw/methodology/, or see the
Supplementary Material.

A flow chart for the proposed simulation-based approach is
provided in Figure 5. In the approach above, randomly sampling
the confounders can be replaced by just using the observed
confounders if the sample size is large enough. For a small
sample size, the technique of sampling the confounders with
a sufficiently large sampling size could improve the stability
of the g-computation algorithm approximation. The proposed
estimation algorithm in Step 1 demonstrates how to construct
regression models for mediators and the outcome with main
effects. In practice use, the specifications of these regression
models are flexible and are allowed to include any interaction
effect. We evaluated the performance of the proposedmethod via
a simulation study. The detail of simulation settings is provided
in Appendix B, and the result is shown in Section Simulation
Study. In Section Simulation Study, we show the operating
characteristics of the new proposed estimators and compare them
with traditional linear SEM estimators. Additionally, we add
mediator interactions into the outcome model for evaluating the
characteristics of traditional SEM under model misspecification.
We evaluate the two methods by calculating the bias, the
empirical standard errors (ESEs), estimated standard errors
(SSEs), and coverage rates (COVs). ESE is calculated by the
sample standard deviation of estimates over simulations, and
SSE is computed by averaging the standard error estimated
by bootstrap resampling for each replication. ESEs and SSEs
from the bootstrap procedure agree closely for the estimators
of iPSEs, implying that the bootstrap procedure provides valid
inference. Coverage rate is a proportion of the time that the 95%
confidence interval obtained by bootstrap covers the true value
of the parameter. In the simulation study, COVs were calculated
by using 1,000 replications. If all assumptions we used in the
approach are satisfied, COVs should be close to 95%. By contrast,
if any assumptions are not met, COVs would be biased.

RESULTS

Simulation Study
A simulation study is conducted in Appendix B to show
the properties of the proposed estimators and compare them
with traditional linear SEM estimators. The corresponding
simulation code is provided in Appendix C. Results are shown
in Appendix Tables 1 and 2. Without mediator interaction (i.e.
θy,3 = 0), both iPSE and SEM methods have small biases. The
ESE and SSE values are similar in both methods. iPSE produced
slightly larger ESE and SSE values than the SEM method. The
coverage rates of both methods are approximately 0.95. When
there exists interaction between mediators (i.e. θy,3 = 1, 2, 3),
the biases for SEM method increase while the coverage rates
approach zero with the exception of iPSE0 because the SEM
estimate for PSE0 is still unbiased under this scenario. The iPSE
method yielded small bias, and the coverage rate was remained
approximately 95%.

FIGURE 5 | Flow chart for the proposed simulation-based approach. M1, M2,

and Y represent the first mediator, second mediator, and

outcome, respectively.

Application to Taiwanese REVEAL-HBV
Study
The performance of the proposed method was tested in the
Taiwanese REVEAL-HBV dataset. Specifically, the method was
used to investigate the role of HBV viral load in different time
windows as a mediating mechanism in HCV-induced HCC.
Here, the outcome was HCC status at the end of follow up, and
the exposure of interest was HCV status at enrollment. Mediators
M1 and M2 were HBV viral load at baseline and at follow up,
respectively. Baseline confounders included gender, age, smoking
status, and ALT level. All analyses were performed in R 3.4.1.

Path-specific effects were estimated using g-computation
algorithm (number = 100,000) and bootstrap (resampling size
= 1,000). The overall OR of HCV to HCC was 3.122 [95 % CI
= (3.108, 3.226)]. For the four paths, the OR of HCV to HCC
was 3.910 [95 % CI =(3.785, 4.035)] without mediation by (i.e.,
without change in) HBV viral load(iPSE0) ; 0.873 (95 % CI =
(0.853, 0.893) with mediation by baseline but not late HBV viral
load (iPSE1) ; 0.994 [95 % CI=(0.971, 1.018)] with mediation by
late but not baseline HBV viral load (iPSE2); and 0.918 [95 % CI
= (0.896, 0.941)] with mediation by both baseline and late HBV
viral load (iPSE12). Note that a high OR for PSE0 implies that
HBV viral load change conceals the detrimental effect of HCV on
HCC. Table 1 lists the above results along with RD and RR scales.

DISCUSSION

Three common approaches to causal mediation analysis include
regression-based method, weighting method, and simulation-
based method. Since the simulation-based estimation is an
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TABLE 1 | Total interventional effect of HCV infection on HCC incidence: four

interventional path-specific effects with HBV viral load at baseline (M1), HBV viral

load at follow-up (M2) as mediators in scales for risk difference, risk ratio, and

odds ratio.

Estimate SE 95 % CI

(lower bound)

95% CI

(upper bound)

Risk difference

Total effect 0.096 0.001 0.092 0.099

not via M1 or M2 0.127 0.001 0.123 0.130

via M1 only −0.019 0.001 −0.022 −0.015

via M2 only 0.000 0.001 −0.003 0.002

via M1 then via M2 −0.011 0.001 −0.014 −0.007

Risk ratio

Total effect 2.805 0.044 2.718 2.891

not via M1 or M2 3.385 0.050 3.285 3.484

via M1 only 0.893 0.008 0.876 0.911

via M2 only 0.995 0.010 0.975 1.015

via M1 then via M2 0.930 0.009 0.911 0.950

Odds ratio

Total effect 3.122 0.053 3.018 3.226

not via M1 or M2 3.910 0.063 3.785 4.035

via M1 only 0.873 0.010 0.853 0.893

via M2 only 0.994 0.012 0.971 1.018

via M1 then via M2 0.918 0.011 0.896 0.941

HCV, hepatitis C virus; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; SE,

standard error; CI, confidence interval.

approximation of the MLE, it is asymptotically efficient provided
all regression models are correctly specified. Contrarily to
the regression-based method, the weighting estimation cannot
achieve the efficiency bound even if the parametric assumptions
for the weights are correct. Here, our approach is more flexible
as it allows incorporation of non-linear, polynomial or cross-
product interaction terms. Even though OR is the outcome scale
of interest here, our method also allows for other non-linear
outcome scales.

In some applications, portion mediated (PM) is a measure
of interest to assess the proportion of the effect of the exposure
mediated by the mediators. On the risk difference scale for
continuous outcomes, PM for each mediation path is defined
as a ratio of the corresponding iPSE to iTE. For a dichotomous
outcome, a odds ratio scale is adopted to define iPSEs, and
PMs would be defined on the log odds scale (8). Regardless
of on the risk difference scale or the log odds scale, reporting
PMs, however, is generally meaningful only if all of iPSEs are
in the same direction (e.g., all positive or all negative). As the
illustrative example of the Taiwanese REVEAL-HBV dataset, the
effects corresponding to the paths involving HBV were negative
while other effects were positive. In such a case, PM would not be
an appropriate measure to reveal the extent to which mediators
affect the causal effect.

There are several noteworthy limitations. Like all simulation-
based methods, this approach is computationally intensive.
Suppose the time of g-computation algorithm is similar to that
of the regression-based method, the computation time would

be five-hundred-fold if we constructed confidence intervals
by 500 bootstrap repetitions. Note that our approach may
be particularly prone to bias due to model misspecification.
However, this drawback can be resolved by including quadratic
terms for continuous independent variables in regression models
and increasing model flexibility. Moreover, the assumptions
of no unmeasured confounders may be violated and hard to
check. Longitudinal datasets are mostly used to investigate
the causal relationship between the exposure and outcome
variables. Since mediation analysis or path analysis is usually
the secondary analysis of longitudinal datasets, where we mainly
focus on exploration of exposure-outcome relationship instead
of mediator-outcome, mediator-exposure, or mediator-mediator
relationships when collecting confounding variables. We could
include application of sensitivity analysis techniques to address
violations of these assumptions in future research. Furthermore,
estimation of the simulation-based method is unstable when
the sample size is small in relation to the complexity of the
models, though this is not an issue here because the sample
size in Taiwanese HCC cohort is relatively large. It is also
worthy to note that a less complicated model is preferred for
generating more stable estimations despite flexible model choices
in the software.

CONCLUSION

HCC ranks sixth in cancer incidence and third in cancer
mortality and is a major social burden for all nations
(41). Currently, there are about 170 million HCV and 350
million HBV infected cases in the world (42). Our proposed
method partially separates the mechanism of HBV and HCV
infections on the incidence of HCC. Although HBV and HCV
have been confirmed as two etiologic factors for HCC and
classified as human carcinogens by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (43), their biological mechanisms remains
elusive. Previous studies have shown that HBV and HCV
have subadditive interaction on HCC incidence (44–46), and
that HCV may suppress the expression and duplication of
HBV (47–51). These studies provide evidence that HBV viral
activity change may mask the effect of HCV on the HCC
risk. In addition, a previous study showed that the early HBV
viral activity is an important factor in the development of
HCC (15, 16). However, due to the restriction of traditional
methods, differentiation of the effects of early HBV viral
activity on HCC risk through or not through late HBV
viral activity remained difficult. In this study, we utilized
the interventional approach to show that both pathways are
statistically significant. This result implies that, though the
increased HCC caused by HCV infection is not solely through
the late HBV viral load (iPSE2), both early and late viral
load play important roles in the mechanism. Consequently, the
decreasing HBV viral load in both time-points can partially
prevent the HCC.

Categorical outcomes such as dichotomous or time-to-
event outcomes are common, especially epidemiology and
health-related fields. Although the iPSE can be identified
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non-parametrically, the existing regression-based method
does not have a closed form (i.e., analytic solution) for non-
linear outcome without the rare disease assumption. With
our approach, we can ensure that the effect decomposition
is applicable for non-linear outcome even without the
rare disease assumption. Finally, in our study only allow
measurement taken at the end of study as the outcome.
It is also important to develop methods for settings with
multiple mediators. This can be done by incorporating
time-to-event outcome with survival models such as
Cox proportional hazard model or accelerated failure
time model.

In conclusion, our approach is powerful and
versatile for settings with multiple mediators where
the traditional PSE is not identified. Furthermore,
we facilitate application for mechanism investigation
in more complicated settings in epidemiology and
health science.
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